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the difference, which I at this time but inferred, indicated by
a c1iflrent shade of color, and a difiirent name. The High.

landersof the cast coast KomI)st terms "Scandinavian-Gaelic ;"
those of the west, "

Gaclic-Scandinavian-Ga.elic,"-narnes in

dicative, of course, of the proportions in which he holds that

they P°° the Celtic blood. Disparity of bulk and size

appears to b3 one of the consequences of a mixture of races;

nor does the induced inequality seem restricted to the

ical framework. Minds of large calibre, and poessed of the

kingly faculty, come first into view, in our history, among the

fused tribes, just as of old it was the nixed marriages that

first produced the giant. The difference in size which I re

marked in particular districts of the Scandinavian Gaelic re

gion, separated, in some instances, by but a ridge of hills or

an expanse of moor, must have been a result of the old clan

divisions, and is said to have marked the clans themselves

very strongly. Some of them were of a greatly more ro
bust, and some of a slimmer type, than others.

1 was struck by another peculiarity in the west coast High
landers. I found the men in general greatly better-looking
than the women, and that in middle life they bore their years
much more lightly. The females scorned old and haggard at
a period when the males were still comparatively fresh and
robust. I am not sure whether the remark may not in some

degree apply to Highlanders generally. The "rugged form"
and "harsher features," which, according to Sir Walter, "mark
the mountain band," accord worse with the female than with
the male countenance and figure. But I at least found this

discrepancy in the appearance of the sexes greatly more
marked on the west than on the eastern coast; and saw only
too much reason to conclude, that it was owing in great part to
the

clisproportioiiably large share of crushing labor laid, in
the district, in accordance with the practice of a. barbarous
time, on the weaker frame of the female. There is, however,
a style of female loveliness occasionally though rarely excin

plilied in the .llighlands, which far transcends the Saxon or

Scandinavian type. It is manifested usually in extremeyouth,
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